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No two objects are the same
The normality of difference. Standardisation versus individualisation
New production strategies providing alternatives to mass-produced objects. Some cases of personalisation from the eighties until today
Juli Capella
Arquitecte, President de Foment de les Arts Decoratives (F.A.D.), Barcelona. «Only standardisation, that must be conceived as the result
of healthy concentration, will make it possible for an assured
taste of general validity to be developed».
This was Hermann Muthesius's firm belief in 1914,
expressed in the first exhibition of the Deutsche Werk-
bund in Cologne. The option of serialisation and auto-
mation that was being offered by dramatic industriali-
sation would be the panacea that would bring prices
down, would put an end to manual work, and at the
same time, give way to a new unique international
taste. With slightly less naivete but with the same
healthy faith in the search for a better world, Walter
Gropius also believed in a standardised future from the
Bauhaus in Dessau that had recently been opened. In
1926 he wrote:
«the creation of standard types for useful objects of daily use
is a social necessity. Living conditions of most men are essen-
tially the same».
And having praised such redeeming mechanisation, he
ended up by claiming
«there is no need to fear the coercion of individuals on the
part of standardisation...»
And he was right: after an initial invasion of mass-pro-
duced low-cost objects, we have evolved towards a
mixed range of products where limited series and object
individualisation have gained more and more space.
The object of space and universal utility has not been
successful; no two human beings are the same and the-
refore, neither aesthetics nor functionalness should be
uniform. As Andrea Branzi has stated:
«the traditional object of design was to identify standard
objects and products for the great market of the masses, pro-
ducts that would take on a neutral position and that everyo-
ne would find useful. But in society today, which we call
post-industrial, the great markets of the masses have disap-
peared and have been replaced by polycentric markets, i.e. by
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several sectorial markets organised around cultural groups,
based on languages, traditions, behaviour».
Particularly over the last ten years, we have witnessed
the birth of many strategies that aim to fit into a stan-
dard market that no longer exists. There are alternative
visions that emerge from the production sector or from
trade, or even from the sector of experimental design
itself. In any case, they constitute an interesting outlook,
not only from a commercial point of view, but precisely
from a cultural and anthropological one. The common
characteristics are the fact that products now avoid infi-
nite serialisation and move towards limited series, thus
replacing the unique model with families, groups and
sub-groups. Objects that were strictly functional are
now aimed to keep «company», or to act as pets.
Authorship, brands are now considered an additional
value that is superior to anonymity. What is internatio-
nal is less significant that what is regional and strict
mechanisation is being replaced with new products that
look as if they have been crafted manually, but which in
fact are of automated production.
A sure bet
Imagine a street in any Spanish city in the sixties. Most
probably, the cars parked along it could be divided into
SEAT 600s, SEAT 1500s and maybe the odd Renault.
Half of them would probably be black or white. Many
of them would be the same, identical. Nowadays, we
could place a sure bet that none of the cars or motorcy-
cles parked in any given street would be the same. The
number of models, versions, gadgets, range of colours,
of upholstery, of extras have made cars become one of
the most personalised objects in the fierce motor market.
At home or in the workplace, there is a similar
situation; it is now possible to acquire practically uni-
que objects at a reasonable price, whereas years ago
they would have cost a fortune. The ridiculous hypo-
thesis of Mendini's theory of «post-industrial neo-arti-
sans» became a reality at the beginning of the century.
It is possible to produce in an economical and hyper-
industrial way with a handcrafted finish that makes
each piece unique.
Here are some examples of these new strategies that
provide alternatives to serialisation, although there are
many more, i.e. computer-designed dolls which are all
different and which come with a certificate guarante-
eing their unique personality; mobile phones with per-
sonalised cases; decorated ceramics; computers that are
made to measure like an haute couture suit; à la carte
paving, with an infinite way of mixing components; fit-
ted kitchens, and so on.
Tea & coffee piazza.
Minimal edition and maximum exclusiveness
As Alberto Alessi said, the aim was to «carry out sear-
ches of a strongly experimental kind, without the nor-
mal limits imposed by industrial production of large
series». It may have started off as a mere trial but ended
up becoming the Officina Alessi brand, which has
grown and found a place on the market, has brought
the company large profits and has generated tasteful
end-of-century objects.
This project could be considered as the first in a
long list of similar operations consisting of a meeting of
international stars centred on one concrete issue, in this
case a metal tea and coffee set. The inventor of the pro-
ject was Alessandro Mendini in 1980, who clearly sen-
sed the convulsed changes that would take place in a
decade in which symbolic objects would become pro-
minent. The guests who were invited to the party were
Michael Graves, Hans Hollein, Charles Jencks, Richard
Meier, Paolo Portoghesi, Aldo Rossi, Stanley Tigerman,
Óscar Tusquets, Robert Venturi, Kazumasa Yamashita
and Mendini himself. The result was inconsistent, not
very homogenous, surprising, eleven completely diffe-
rent worlds that would nevertheless fulfil similar func-
tions. Oddly enough, that same year, 1980, the Biennial
of Venice presented the «Strada Novissima», a parallel
reunion in which well-known architects had to design
part of a facade.
Memphis Furniture.
Limited handcrafted series
As far as Sottsass is concerned, «designing is not about
creating a more or less stupid product for a more or less
sophisticated industry. As far as I'm concerned, design
is a way of discussing life, sociability, politics and
finally, design».
It went down a bomb in the Milan Salone del Mobi-
le in 1981 and the consequences of its explosion are still
present throughout the world even today. The aim was
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to make furniture which would provide an alternative to
that of an official nature from a generative and cons-
tructive point of view. In order to do this, master Sottsass
brought together a group of disciples and gave them
wings to let their imagination fly and make them forget
about functional and productive problems. One of the
oddest things about this historic operation that would
demolish the old industrial product is that it was defra-
yed by the renowned company Artemide. However, even
more significant was the fact that, far from being a for-
mal experiment, the following editions of Memphis
found a place on the market. Even today we can still
acquire those amazing pieces of furniture that made our
hair stand on end at a reasonable price although, para-
doxically, they were designed to last no longer than one
year, to be renewed following the guidelines of fashion,
to be flowers that would last but one spring. Memphis
was never concerned about the quantity that was produ-
ced - «if only a small series is produced it is just because
there is limited demand»- nor about the handcrafted or
industrial constructive process. Seventeen years ago,
Barbara Radice foresaw that «Memphis uses the most
agile and flexible structure available on the market. It's
possible that in the future computerised processes will
give the industry more agility. There may be productive
lines with several options and it may be possible to vary
and diversify products at an even greater speed».
Swatch watches.
One infinite series and changing models
The slogan of the company is eloquent: «The only thing
that never changes at Swatch is that it is constantly
changing». The idea was to come up against the Japane-
se invasion of digital watches. They had to compete not
only for quality and prices, but also aesthetics. Thus
Swatch was born, from the combined efforts of Swiss
watchmakers who understood that merely having stan-
dard economical models or exclusive highly expensive
models was not enough. What was needed was an alter-
native to wristwatches, but in spite of what many people
believe, their success was not due to fact that they just
smeared the watch faces and bands with bright colours.
Behind all of this was an investigation process and an
enormous amount of investment. It is a revolutionary
concept of quartz watches of comprehensive production
which are assembled on one side and which only have
fifty-one pieces (forty fewer than other similar watches),
they are shockproof, waterproof and have a maximum
phase difference of one second a day. Furthermore, they
only cost around 50 dollars and since they appeared in
1982, the price has not varied. Exactly ten years are its
launch, Swatch was elated to celebrate the sale of it 100
millionth watch and still sells an average of ten million
watches a year. Following the guidelines of fashion,
Swatch brings out two collections a year - over 1,500 up
until now - and never brings out a re-edition of a former
model, no matter how successful it may have been in the
past. Moreover, it has a Collectors' Club with over
150,000 members. A real phenomenon of the eighties
that by exploiting the advantages of hyper-industrialisa-
tion, has been managed to introduce personalisation.
Have you ever been able to find two identical Swatches?
Copylight lamps.
All the same, all of them different
«Your individualised lamp puts an end to mass pro-
duction!» With this combative sentence, the Copylight
experience was advertised, a new concept of decorative
lamp. It was Mathias Dietz and Thomas Schulte who
came up with the idea, a frame in which a drawing
could be placed with a 40-watt light bulb behind it and
a switch. The motifs for this lamp came from an official
announcement that was made by telephone at the
beginning of 1993. In two months, they had received
162 drawings of 30 X 30 cm. from all over the world,
places varying from Zurich to Tokyo, Barcelona to Ber-
lin, Osaka to Ohio. All they had to do was to print the
drawings on acrylic and frame them to obtain 162
lamps that were different, but «all the same». The inno-
vation was that the motif could be changed whenever
one wished, placing photos, drawings, using it as a sign-
post or luminous sign. A lamp with an infinite number
of decorations for just 149 marks. Currently, Copylight
is still building up its stock of motifs created by Brian-
box, and there are now thousands of them. «Make
your own lamp, it's easier than you would imagine and
when you are tired of it, change its decoration».
Vorwerk's Dialogue carpets. The floor as
a work of art
Peter Litman decided to create a collection of specially
designed carpets «because of the challenge involved in
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Products between price and edition. New areas of development
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'This article and diagram have been adapted from the ones published in Domus magazine in April 1996, and time has only served to prove the hypothesis
exposed to be true.
• Mass produced products. Industrialisation aimed to produce anonymous
objects of standardised taste that could be mass produced at a low price.
• Works of art. At the other end of the scale we find works of art that
are unique and unrepeatable by nature and with the author's signature.
There are also limited editions of pieces, those we could consider handcraf-
ted using sophisticated techniques within a cultured tradition.
• Luxury products. There is also a vast area within the market for mass-
produced objects that appear in relatively large series and that are expensi-
ve. They represent quality and prestige, they have a brand name and are
luxury items, and even though they do not always bear a signature, they are
widely recognised as symbols of status.
• Personalised project. Finally, there is a kind of economical product
that is affordable but with very strong emotional associations. They are
often unique objects or objects of limited edition, or even larger editions
that are then made exclusive, hand-crafted popular objects that may have
been created or designed by the user. This is where we see a new producti-
ve sphere that is yet to be explored. The constant inter-relation between an
object and its price, between exclusiveness and price, has changed drama-
tically owing to the growing automation which allows for personalised finis-
hes without a significant increase in cost. What does increase, however, is
the desire to own the object and consume it.
Diagram note
This diagram includes a horizontal axis indicating the cost or relative price
of objects and a vertical axis with the edition, from unique pieces to mass-
produced objects. The examples given can be explained according to this
planimetric and therefore limited diagram, where there are in fact a large
number of factors that have not been considered. We would need more
than two dimensions in order to clarify this.
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designing an industrial product that is usually intended
for the market of masses, but with a high level of artis-
tic integration» . Thus the Dialogue collection was born
in 1989, with the work of eleven renowned architects
and artists from all over the world, such as David
Hockney, Norman Foster, Michael Graves, Sol Lewit,
Arata Isozaki or Roy Lichtenstein. Furthermore, each
design could be produced in a range of colours. The
floor had become a huge industrially manufactured
painting, a screen that could take on any drawing and
colour. One could afford the luxury of stepping on a
Hockney for just forty dollars per square metre. The
company already had over a thousand references and
offered each client the chance to order his or her own
design at a more reasonable price. It was an amazingly
successful venture, and the same as with box-office hits,
it did not take long for part two, Dialogue 2, to appear,
this time with actors like Mimo Paladino, Jean Nouvel,
Milton Glaser, Richard Meier, Zaha M. Hadid and
Óscar Tusquets in the leading roles. Will they bring out
Dialogue 3? We assume so, and that many other busi-
nesses in the sector will copy this profitable way of get-
ting art under foot.
The polymorphous Policromo couch
Designed by Sigla (M. Bani, P. Scarcella, E. Penatti) in
1996, Policromo is a system of couches that is based on
a simple structure that allows for many combinations.
The main elements are its structure, its seating and a
back rest with optional cushions. All of these elements
can vary in fabric and colour. The company has ninete-
en variations of this model, but in fact there are millions
of possible combinations using the variety of elements.
Zanotta's edition of this infinite and changeable
couch emphasises the tendency towards an almost
exclusive individualisation of a product and the end of
a repeated product. It is almost impossible for two
clients to ask for identical Policromo models.
Goto glass collection
Galeria Inter Nos (1995),
In 1994, the glass artist and designer Massimo Lunar-
don, after having worked with artists such as Nam Jun
Paik or Gruppo Fluxus and having created pieces for
the Memphis group in the eighties, decided to present in
the Galeria Inter Nos in Milan a collection of glasses
designed by ten people, two of them children of eight
and ten years. The following year, he invited sixteen
designers to carry out their ideas in a limited edition of
120 pieces that were signed and numbered, such as Ron
Arad, Javier Mariscal, Marc Newson, Denis Santachia-
ra, Prospero Rasuolo and Guido Venturini, amongst
others. Despite the exclusiveness involved and the
superb quality in the manufacture of the pieces, they
could be bought at reasonable prices starting at 7,000
pesetas. Signed and affordable experimental craftwork.
Handle With Care: delicate decorated glass
Egizia is a Tuscan business specialising in silkscreen
printing on glass. It has been running since the end of
the Second World War but it has been using old techni-
ques from medieval times. In 1991 Egizia decided to re-
organise its productive strategy and adapt to the new
market reality, taking advantage of its potential in high
quality handcrafted decoration. The Sottsass Associati
studio was responsible for discovering this fascinating
decorative universe rich in expressive variety but which
is barely known to designers today. Thus the «Handle
With Care» collection was born, with modern designs
and decorations applied with sophisticated traditional
techniques. A productive combination using sophistica-
ted products at competitive prices that vary between
5,000 and 25,000 pesetas. There are 170 decorations
for a dozen different typologies. Decoration with
modern motifs using traditional materials.
Magis house mats
Here we are looking at doormats which can be perso-
nalised. Each mat has a brass plaque in the centre with
a standard inscription written in Latin or another lan-
guage, personalised with the inscription of the names of
the people living in the house, or even the silhouette of
their pet. It was designed by Plan Studio Dorotea
Dabrowska in 1993.
100 x 100 Make up
The name of the operation was already eloquent in
itself. It was a make-up operation or graphic decora-
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tion in the strictest sense of the word. Once again,
Mendini and Alessi set out to investigate the reason
for the fracture between a unique piece and a mass
produced object. Mendini designed a vase and invited
one hundred artists to decorate it. One hundred copies
were then made using each of the ideas the artists
came up with, i.e. a total of 10,000 pieces that collec-
tors bought practically on the same day they were put
on sale. A basic industrial form with an evocative and
stylish finish. Given the success of the operation, some
pieces were placed in their catalogue but it was not
quite the same.
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